REVIEW

Bock 5ZERO7
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JON THORNTON tastes a recipe from a star audio chef

hen Neumann launched the original
U47 the world was a very different
place. Leaving aside the broader
geo-political issues, in the world of
professional audio a large diaphragm condenser
represented a significant financial outlay, with the
choice limited to a handful of models from a relatively
small number of manufacturers. Fast forward 70 odd
years, and whilst not quite in Moore’s Law territory,
the range of options and comparative (inflation
adjusted) pricing is quite staggering. The reality is
that the majority of these are perfectly acceptable
tools by most metrics, some of them good, and some
very good. But as in most pursuits, from competitive
sports to cookery, there are always those for whom
‘very good’ isn’t good enough. A relentless pursuit
of that elusive extra percentage of advantage or
performance can transform ‘very good’ to ‘magical’
— the difference between perfectly acceptable, tasty
food and a Michelin star.
David Bock is well qualified as an audio chef in
this respect. Decades spent tweaking, repairing and
nursing vintage mics has taught him just where
those gains are to be found. And he’s no newcomer
to microphone manufacture either, having been
the co-founder and chief designer for Soundelux
microphones from 1995, and since 2007 with his
own company Bock Audio. Similarly, Bock Audio’s
flagship microphone, the Bock 507 (or Five-ZeroSeven as it’s referred to) isn’t a new microphone
either, having first been announced in 2008. They
aren’t terribly common though — in part due to the
small numbers produced in a fashion that can truly
claim to be “hand-made”.
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What makes the 5ZERO7 unusual is its blend of
old and new thinking. A tube design, the electronics
side of things largely influenced by the “old”, drawing
heavily on the original U47. Returning to the food
analogy, there’s nothing fancy here, just high quality
ingredients put together with care. A New Old
Stock Telefunken EF814 pentode runs in single
triode configuration, mated to a custom designed
output transformer that is handmade in the US. No
negative feedback or filtering is employed — it’s
as pure and simple a design as possible. And one
example of knowing where to look for that extra
5% is in the design of the accompanying power
supply, which isn’t a company standard but instead
designed specifically for the 5ZERO7. Bock’s view is
that the tube circuit and PSU aren’t separate entities,
but should be viewed as a single circuit. Hence an
unusual (for modern PSUs), inductor based shunt
regulated supply, coupled with a fixed bias derived
from the tube’s heater. Whilst this mimics the classic
U47 circuitry, what has changed here is a lowering of
the LF cut-off to 10Hz from the U47’s 40Hz.
At the front end though, the capsule is a different
story altogether. Hand built in Germany in very small
numbers, the 5ZERO7 capsule is a very modern,
elliptically shaped affair, jointly designed by David
Bock and George Cardas. Non-circular capsules aren’t
a new idea — although most approaches to date
have utilised rectangular diaphragms. The thinking in
either case is to reduce the effect of in band diaphragm
resonance, which can often sit in an undesirable range
with a tyipcal large diaphragm design. Although the
edge-terminated capsule is a dual diaphragm design,
the polar pattern is a fixed cardioid, with the rear
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diaphragm and back-plate contributing in a passive
acoustic sense only.
All of this is housed in what is an understated
but nonetheless imposing body, measuring just
over 21cm tall and 5cm in diameter. The capsule
sits behind a head grille that features three layers of
pop, spit and general contaminant protection, and
lends a suitably vintage look to proceedings with
more than a passing nod to its illustrious muse. The
microphone weighs less than its size would lead you
to think though, at 716 grams it’s not going to tax
a mic stand unduly — and the lack of heft supports
the whole ‘less is more’ design philosophy I guess.
Place it in the supplied elastic suspension, hook it
up to the (much weightier) power supply, and the
whole package is going to make any vocalist feel
more than a little bit special. After ten minutes or
so to warm up, first impressions are a tonality that’s
best described as larger than life right out of the
box. Rear rejection is strong, and off axis response
doesn’t sound overly coloured — but it’s the tonality
that grabs your attention more than anything else
on speech. It’s a classic ‘big mic’ sound — full and
thick in the lows and low-mids, but maintaining
detail and clarity in the mid-range — a trickier act to
pull off successfully than it sounds. Proximity effect
starts nice and progressively from about 15 cm in,
and then kicks in big style at about 5 cm distance.
But again, unless you really start eating the head
grille, there’s a sense of control to that weight that
prevents it ever sounding flabby. You’re certainly
aware of that added LF extension on offer — to the
extent that the lack of a low cut filter starts to seem
like an oversight.
But listen harder, and move to sung male vocals,
and you realise that it isn’t an oversight at all — a
good pre with a variable HPF sorts out any really
serious problems, but it’s much better to tune the
sound by altering working distance. And there’s a
satisfyingly wide tonal range on offer here. Yes, it
delivers that classic Sinatra sound on sung male vocals
with ease, but it’s more than capable of delivering on
female vocals too. I often find that mics with that
larger than life tonality can sound a bit “closed in”
and unnatural on female vocals, particularly if they
aren’t naturally “belting”, but that’s not the case
here. A little experimentation with working distance
pays dividends. I found myself moving the talent a
little further away from the mic than usual, but the
reward is a warm, natural sound that takes a little HF
shelving EQ boost well.
The 5ZERO7 is positioned squarely as a high end
vocal mic — and it certainly delivers in this respect
— but that’s not the extent of its talents. If the brief
outing I gave it on acoustic guitar is anything to go by,
I’m hoping it doesn’t have to go back straight away.
And it’s when a microphone has that effect on you,
when it gives you that sense of delightful anticipation
in trying it on everything and everybody, that you
know that the ingredients, the recipe and the chef
have moved into Michelin star territory. The term
“modern classic’ is perhaps over-used, but in this case
more than deserved. n

PROS

EXTRAS

“Big mic” sound with clarity and detail; high
quality components assembled with care;
build quality; useful variety in tonal range
with working distance
Not cheap; nothing else, really
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